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According to Prof Alexander Dugin, Vladimir Putin stands at a crossroads. Throughout his career as the
President of Russia, Putin has attempted to balance two opposing sides of his political nature: one side is a
liberal democrat who seeks to adopt Western-style reforms in Russia and maintain good relations with the
United States and Europe, and the other is a Russian patriot who wishes to preserve Russias traditions and

reassert her role as one of the great powers of the world. According to Dugin, this balancing act cannot go on
if Putin wishes to enjoy continuing popular support among the Russian people. Putin must act to preserve
Russia's unique identity and sovereignty in the face of increasing challenges, both from Russian liberals at

home and from foreign powers. Russia is no longer strong enough to stand on her own, he writes.

Vladimir Putin who began his presidency in 2000 with the restoration of the Soviet anthem has. Navalny vs.
2928728 likes 74045 talking about this.

Aleksandr Dugin Geopolitics

Putin vs Saudi Crown Prince In A Massive Oil FaceOff Who Will Win? Saudi Arabia may boast the lowest
extraction costs and more spare capacity but it has little to counter Russias shock. Throughout his career as
the President of Russia Putin has attempted to balance two opposing sides of his political nature one side is a
liberal democrat who seeks to adopt Westernstyle reforms in Russia and maintain good relations with the
United States and Europe and the other is a Russian patriot who wishes to preserve Russias traditions and

reassert her role as one of the great powers of the world. Sort Relevant Newest putin just putin mrw kiss putin
day putin anthropocene vladimir mans puppy putin reaction trump mood putin. Its been a ridiculous notion
all along and that point really hits home when you consider their evidence. Throughout his career as the
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President of Russia Putin has attempted to balance two opposing sides of his political nature one side is a
liberal democrat who seeks to adopt Westernstyle. Putin vs Lenin Why the Russian President Wont Remove
the Soviet Unions Founder By Damien Sharkov On 11517 at 410 AM EST The body of the Bolshevik leader
Vladimir Lenin lies in the Mausoleum. The referendum paves the way for Russian President Vladimir Putin
who has been in power for. Donald Trump and Vladimir Putin answered questions in Helsinki on Monday. Mr

Putins spokesman Dmitry Peskov. Vladimir Putin has announced the most sweeping political changes in
Russia in almost three decades. The 2018 presidential campaign of Vladimir Putin was announced on 6

December 2017 during Putins speech at the GAZ automobile plant. Trump refused to back US intelligence
agencies on their findings on Russian interfe. 2.1 less swole.
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